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THE HOLY SPIRIT - Spiritual Gifts: Amazing Power for Everyday People (Second Edition)Do You

Want to Experience God's Power in Your Everday Life?We sit in our pews. We hear about the

awesome power of God the Father. We marvel at the miracles of Jesus. Then off we go, never

expecting those supernatural spiritual gifts of the Holy Spirit to flow through us in the here and now.

That's exactly what this author did, until one day she was confronted with a stunning possibility: that

miracles of biblical proportions can and do still happen, even in the lives of the humblest among us.

Even you.The challenge? It meant getting to know the Holy Spirit, that enigmatic Third Person of the

Trinity she'd heard so little about in traditional teaching. It meant braving controversy about spiritual

gifts, searching the Scriptures, and venturing into new waters in faith.Let's be honest. Even wading

toward the depths of the Holy Spirit and the extraordinary spiritual gifts may seem scary. It may

even sound kind of kooky or off-base. You don't want to get in over your head. You fear drowning in

error or emotionalism. Still, you may long to deepen your experience with God. You may be

asking:What happened to the power Jesus promised to believers? Why has the Holy Spirit become

such a taboo subject? Are modern miracles of biblical proportions still happening? How can I

access the supernatural power of God? Does the Holy Spirit have spiritual gifts for me? If so, which

ones?THE HOLY SPIRIT - Spiritual Gifts: Amazing Power for Everyday People is a step-by-step

guide for how to grow in dynamic relationship with the Holy Spirit. It explores how even the most

ordinary believer can experience the miracle working power of God in everyday life.This

scripturally-referenced how to book with workbook-style applications is ideal for individual or group

Bible Study, geared at building a highly accessible, scriptural foundation for the Person and

supernatural spiritual gifts of the Holy Spirit.Tackling tough questions with straight answers, this

book tracks an everyday believer's journey into what may be Christianity's best kept secret. It dives

deep into the often marginalized mysteries of the Holy Spirit, mingling scriptural examples with

numerous contemporary anecdotes of the amazing power of God in the lives of everyday

believers.CHAPTERS IN THIS BOOK: Father, Son, and Holy Who? Why I Hadn't Heard This in a

Thousand Sermons The Holy Spirit for Newbies Sensing the Spirit without Getting Weird Getting

Our Feet Wet in God's Powerful River Going Deeper without Going over the Deep End Passing the

Spirit's Torch to You Would God Really Give Power Tools to Children? The Word of Wisdom The

Word of Knowledge The Gift of Faith Gifts of Healing Effecting of Miracles Distinguishing of Spirits

Various Kinds of Tongues Interpretation of Tongues Prophecy Prophetic Visions Prophetic Dreams

Hearing Aids for All God's SheepIf your answer is "yes" to any of the questions below, this book is

recommended for you: Ever wonder what you're not hearing about the Holy Spirit? Would you like to



read inspirational stories of modern miracles? Do you want to experience the supernatural power of

God in your life? Would you like to learn about how to discover your spiritual gifts? Do you wonder

about charismatic renewal? Do you want to know more about gifts of healing and hearing God's

voice? Are you intrigued by prophecy, visions, and dreams? Are you involved in prayer, Bible study,

worship, and lay ministry?Click above to order your copy of 'The Holy Spirit - Spiritual Gifts:

Amazing Power for Everyday People' today!
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With a wise approach, this book leads the reader through different aspects and accounts of the Holy

Spirit's working in everyday lives. It is backed by Scripture, and it emphasizes above all that the

Christian reader "seek first the Kingdom of God" - allowing and inviting God to have His will and His

way with us - which is fundamentally at the core of the Christian life. It is an encouragement to be

vigilant about the Holy Spirit's work in our lives.

Reading Susan Rohrer's book on the Holy Spirit is like taking a long drink of water when you didn't



realize you were so thirsty! And you want to keep drinking and drinking the water, because it's so

refreshing, satisfying and good.Thoughtful, clearly written, and very accessible, Rohrer takes an

unflinching look at the gifts of the Spirit, and examines each through the lens of Biblical scripture. A

must-read!

This phenomenal book helped me navigate a challenging time in my life where I truly needed to

know and trust God's direction. A fun, insightful read that had me smiling! The author, Susan

Rohrer, has found a way to make the beauty of the Holy Spirit understandable and completely

accessible. And, you can dig as deep as you want to with the sound scriptural references included. I

plan to use it as a study for our church group! We can all order our own copies and read along

together!

This is an amazing book. I have been a Christian for all my life and i have never heard the things in

this book. I found it enriching because it constantly references the Holy Bible to support the

assertions being made. I could talk a long time about this book because of all the areas it covers

and all the assertions it makes. I am very glad I got this book and I am going to recommend it to my

kids and their spouses. It's eye-opening, astounding, challenging, humbling and makes me examine

my life in ways I never have before. Please read this book. Even if you think you are a devout

practicing follower of Jesus, this book will challenge you in ways you have probably never before

considered.

Haven't you noticed that everybody seems to have a different idea of who the Holy Spirit is? If you

have a Bible study or a Sunday school class, you should study this book carefully. Susan Rohrer

answers all your questions with the most thorough, rational, and biblically sound explanations. She

poses the questions that abound in every church, and she doesn't answer them in a mealy-mouthed

way. She straightforwardly confronts the issues: Do you have to speak in tongues? What if there's

no interpreter? What if my church doesn't believe in the supernatural gifts operating today? Get this

book for your church group. We did, and we're using it now. It's terrific!

I may not be the best person to rate this book since I've known so much about the Holy Spirit for

over 25 years. It is a very in depth teaching and a valuable asset to all who seek a deeper walk with

God.



I truly enjoyed reading both of the authors books. It is written in a way that easily understandable for

all believers. Definitely a great break down of information on the topic. Answers critical questions

and offers countless biblical references.

Highly recommended to anyone who wants a deeper relationship with God through learning about

the Holy Spirit. I also loved that it was written by a 'layperson' so to speak. Easy to read and draws

a vivid picture of the Holy Spirit's personality.
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